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Solid silicone implants
provide shapely augmentation

When neither exercise nor diet can achieve
a desired lower-leg appearance, Implantech
has the solution.
 
Our ContourFlex™ implants are made of
solid yet soft silicone to mimic large calf
muscles, providing augmentation with
shaped volume and smoothed edges.
 
For men, this means a more muscular-
looking calf, while woman benefit from a
more curvaceous shape.

The Mandibular Pre Jowl® Implant
For augmenting the groove

between chin and jowl

As a result of progressive atrophy of soft
tissue in the area between the chin and jowl
—and the gradual bone reduction of the
mandible in this same area—a patient may
develop a groove or pre-jowl sulcus.

Though a facelift can tighten this area, the
sulcus often remains post-operatively.

The Solution – Implantech’s Mandibular
Pre Jowl® implant.

The Mandibular Pre Jowl® features shaped
lateral wings and a flat anterior connector.

So designed, the implant augments the
aging pre-jowl sulcus for a more youthful
look with no anterior chin projection.

Many surgeons have commented that they
use the Mandibular Pre-Jowl® implant in
almost every facelift to maintain the defined
lateral jawline following the lift.
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Choose from three distinct styles, all of
which enable the most natural-looking
patient outcomes and each trimmable for a
more patient-specific fit.

The Placement

As noted is his 2008 article, James R.
Shire, MD, FACS, states, "Placement of the
prejowl...is through a submental incision,
and is usually performed during the face-lift
surgery."

Take a look at Dr. Shire's description of his
surgical technique, and how critical he
believes this implant to be for the aging
patient's satisfaction.

The Result

Contact Implantech for more information
about the Mandibular Pre Jowl® implant or
any of our superior products.

https://www.metroatlantaotolaryngology.org/journal/may08/prejowl area in rhytid.pdf
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Check out this calf augmentation
technique video from J. Howell Tiller, MD.
 
Don’t hesitate to contact us for more
information about Implantech’s high-quality
ContourFlex™ calf implants.
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